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Abstract
Purpose To assess the usefulness of water drinking test and dark room provocative testing (WDT+DRPT) in current
clinical practice by evaluating input parameters from Swept-source Optical Coherence Tomography (SS-OCT) images, and
to determine if clinical factors like axial length, central endothelial cell count (CECC) and retinal nerve fibre layer thickness
(RNFL) thickness are associated with a positive WDT+DRPT.
Methods SS-OCT examination was performed in consecutive subjects presenting as new patients in the outpatient clinic
aged > 40 years. If at least one eye met the inclusion criteria (anterior chamber angles <20° and anterior chamber depth <
2.5 mm on SS-OCT), subjects were included in this study and WDT+DRPT was carried out. The eye with the smallest
angle was analysed. The difference in parameters between eyes with a positive (≥8 mmHg) and negative (<8 mmHg)
increase in intraocular pressure (IOP) after WDT+DRPT were statistically analysed. Second, the correlation between IOP
increase after WDT+DRPT and anterior chamber angle parameters (RNFL thickness, CECC and axial length) was studied.
Results A total of 95 subjects with a mean age of 64 years were included. There was an association between IOP increase
after WDT+DRPT and anterior chamber angle characteristics, however this was not of clinical significance. No positive
results after WDT+DRPT were found in patients with anterior chamber angles ≥ 20°.
Conclusions The present findings indicate that this combined provocative test has no definite correlative or predictive value
in angle closure disease. Further, the test is not useful in predicting early diagnosis or possible CECC or RNFL loss.

Introduction

Primary angle closure (glaucoma) (PAC(G)) is a major cause
of visual impairment and blindness. Although more rare than
primary open angle glaucoma (POAG), the disease often
causes more devastating visual field loss, with a three to four
times greater risk of blindness compared to POAG [1, 2].
PACG accounts for 50% of all blind glaucoma patients and is
often underdiagnosed [3]. Many patients experience no
symptoms and are therefore not diagnosed until in a late
stage of the disease, after severe visual field loss has occur-
red. In the absence of correct angle assessment, patients with

PAC(G) may also be misdiagnosed as open angle glaucoma
and (under)treated accordingly [4].

Dark room provocative testing (DRPT) has been a pop-
ular, however also controversial, method in the past decades
to assess the risk of developing glaucoma in subjects with
narrow angles or angle closure, primary angle closure sus-
pects (PACS). Crowding of the iris in the anterior chamber
angle after pupil dilation together with an increased pressure
gradient between the posterior and anterior chamber
(pupillary block) is believed to provoke a rise in intraocular
pressure (IOP) [5]. Conventional DRPT accordingly aims to
provoke this pupillary block response with elevated IOP.
The clinical value of DRPT has however been subject to
considerable discussion because of its high false-positive
and false-negative rates [6]. It can be interpreted as a load
test to detect the angle’s tendency to remain open under
dynamic conditions.

New imaging techniques like optical coherence tomo-
graphy (OCT) are capable of visualizing and quantifying
presumed structural changes in the detection of PAC(G).
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Swept-source optical coherence tomography (SS-OCT)
offers high resolution visualization of the anterior chamber
depth and angle anatomy. SS-OCT uses infrared light with a
wavelength of 1310 nm as the light source and has therefore
little effect on the pupil size. It is capable of imaging the
anterior chamber angle in a darkened room [7, 8]. SS-OCT
thus provides a quick non-contact assessment and when
available can be used as a first screening test to determine
which patients need additional diagnostics with e.g.
gonioscopy and possibly further glaucoma diagnostics and
treatment.

Also, retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL) thickness can be
measured, with posterior segment OCT. RNFL loss after
acute angle closure glaucoma (AAC) is well described [9],
however, the relation between a positive DRPT and RNFL
loss is not well established. Besides well-known structural
changes of RNFL thickness, it has been reported that in
Asians the corneal endothelial cell count (CECC) is sig-
nificantly lower in chronic PACG, compared to controls
[10, 11]. It has also been shown that short axial length is a
risk factor for PACG in Asians [12, 13]. However, data on
provocative testing and correlation with biometric and
structural changes is lacking.

Provocative testing is often described as a time-consuming,
cumbersome and uncomfortable test for both the patient as the
practitioner. The question arises if there is still a place for
WDT+DRPT in the face of emerging newer techniques like
OCT that have the potential of distinguishing more easily and
more accurately the need for further evaluation with gonio-
scopy and subsequently the patient’s risk of developing AAC
and glaucomatous damage.

In the present study we wanted to assess the usefulness
of provocative testing in current clinical practice by evalu-
ating input parameters from SS-OCT images. Our second
goal was to determine if clinical parameters such as axial
length, CECC and RNFL thickness are associated with a
positive WDT+DRPT.

Methods

This study was conducted in accordance with the tenets of
the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the
Maastricht University Medical Center+ (Maastricht, The
Netherlands) institutional review board. Examinations of
individuals participating in this study were carried out from
April 2014 to April 2015.

Subjects

The present study is part of the Detection of Angle Closure
study (DTAC-study), a hospital-based study in the

Netherlands, carried out in the outpatient clinic of the
University Eye Clinic of the Maastricht University Medical
Center+ (MUMC+) to detect the presence of angle closure
in Caucasian patients with the use of SS-OCT.

Eligible subjects were consecutive new patients, pre-
senting at the outpatient clinic, meeting the following
inclusion criteria: no history of eye disease(s), Caucasian
race, age 40–80 years, and willing and able to comply
with scheduled visits and other study procedures. The
purpose of the screening of consecutive new patients was
to generate reference values for anterior chamber mor-
phometrics to facilitate the interpretation of anterior
chamber images acquired with SS-OCT in a Caucasian
population [14]. From these consecutive new patients,
patients with narrow angles and meeting the following
criteria were included in this study, and WDT+ DRPT
was performed.

Participants were eligible for inclusion if they met one or
more of the following criteria in at least one eye:

● Iridotrabecular contact (ITC) in ≥2 quadrants on SS-
OCT in darkened conditions

● Trabecular Iris angle (TIA) < 20˚ (in 0 and 180°) AND
anterior chamber depth (ACD) < 2.5 mm on SS-OCT in
darkened conditions.

If one eye met the inclusion criteria, both eyes of the
patient were included in the study. To analyse the effect in
the eye with the anterior segment most at risk of IOP
increase after WDT+DRPT, the eye with the narrower
angle was used for the analysis.

Caucasian ancestry (for both parents) was determined by
self-reporting. The term “Caucasian” for purposes of this
study comprised only European-derived white people. If
there was any doubt about the patient’s eligibility in regard
to ancestry or if the questions could not be answered,
patients were not included. After explaining the nature of
the study (including all described measurements), all sub-
jects gave their signed informed consent. A subject was
excluded if there was a history of eye disease (i.e. (sec-
ondary) glaucoma or any other significant eye disease), or
any condition (i.e., (previous)) intraocular laser/incisional
surgery or ophthalmological procedure or treatment, an eye
condition/abnormality that could affect the acquisition/
reliability of measurements, (e.g. vitreous haemorrhage,
uveitis, intraocular trauma, significant corneal opacity), or if
the participant was unable to adequately communicate and/
or understand instructions.

Diagnostic tests

Included participants underwent a routine ophthalmic
examination, including visual acuity and refractive error
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measurements, slit lamp examination, Goldmann applana-
tion tonometry and funduscopy of both eyes.

Anterior chamber data recording was carried out with
SS-OCT (Casia SS-1000 OCT; Tomey, Nagoya, Japan).
One image was taken of both eyes, with undilated pupils,
in a darkened room, with subjects looking at the internal
fixation light. SS-OCT was performed under standard
dark room (<10 Lux illumination) conditions for all image
acquisitions. Images were acquired in the angle analysis
mode. This scan mode consists of 128 radial B-scans, 16
mm long, automatically aligned on the corneal centre.
Each B-scan includes 512 A-scans. The measurement time
in this scan mode is 2.4 s. The anterior chamber and angle
parameters were analysed using the available software for
SS-OCT (Version 6; Tomey, Nagoya, Japan). Image
analysis was performed by a single investigator (HR)
through manual placement of the iridocorneal angle tool
at the scleral spur (reference point for the relative position
of the trabecular meshwork) in the temporal and nasal
angle (0° to 180° meridian), after which the intrinsic
software of the SS-OCT automatically calculated the tra-
becular iris angle (TIA) at 500 µm and 750 µm, anterior
chamber depth (ACD) and lens vault (LV). The nasal and
temporal angle values were used for anterior chamber
angle analysis [15].

Additionally, participating subjects underwent WDT+
DRPT. Subjects were in a sitting position. IOP was mea-
sured with Goldmann applanation tonometry (Haag-Streit,
Bern, Switzerland). The examiner measuring the IOP was
blinded during the measurement for previous results and the
tonometer knob (display for the value of the IOP), was
covered with a cap over the tonometry reading. IOP was
measured as a single reading prior to the start of the
WDT+DRPT and immediately after provocation. After
baseline IOP measurement, each subject was asked to drink
1 L of water in 15 minutes (water drinking), after which a
prone position in a darkened room was adopted. The lights
were turned off and the subjects were instructed to keep
their eyes open. The subjects put on dark goggles and sat in
the dark room with the lights off for 45 minutes (dark room
provocation). During that period, the subjects were
instructed to stay awake. After 45 minutes, the IOP was
measured directly following the same procedure as at the
start of WDT+DRPT. During the test no other food or
drinks were allowed. All imaging measurements (SS-OCT,
RNFL thickness, axial length and CECC) were done prior
to the WDT+DRPT.

Based on the original design by Higgit in 1954, reports
have also shown that provocative testing can induce an
IOP rise in open angle glaucoma patients, which might
explain the low specificity [16]. To decrease the number
of false positives, a cut off value for a positive test result

of ≥8 mmHg was chosen, since this level of IOP rise
occurred in only 1% of subjects with open angle glaucoma
[16]. All imaging measurements (SS-OCT, RNFL thick-
ness, axial length en CECC) were done prior to the DRPT.

In total, 100 patients were included in the study who
received examinations to identify any structural and
functional changes, indicating glaucomatous damage,
followed by WDT+DRPT, except for those with
advanced glaucomatous damage (MD worse than −12dB
or CD ratio ≥ 0.8). These latter patients were already
diagnosed with PACG and an IOP rise during WDT+
DRPT would give no extra information on the state of the
disease. Therefore, a WDT+DRPT was not justifiable in
this patient group (n= 5).

The clinical stage of primary angle closure disease of the
patients undergoing WDT+DRPT was assessed with
gonioscopy and the presence of glaucomatous damage. This
led to the following classification: primary angle closure
suspect (PACS) (n= 53; 55.8%), primary angle closure
(PAC)(n= 39; 41.1%), and PACG (n= 3; 3.2%).

RNFL thickness was measured with the Spectralis OCT
(Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany), quanti-
fication of axial length was measured with the IOLMaster
(Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA) and CECC was mea-
sured with the Topcon (Topcon Eye Care company,
Capelle aan den Ijssel, The Netherlands). The patient’s
pupils were not dilated before these tests. Analysis was
performed by a single investigator (HR), with extensive
experience in acquiring reliable images and
measurements.

Analysis

All data were analysed using a statistical software package
(SPSS 25; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). All available data
were extracted from the analyses taken by SS-OCT. First,
histograms and frequency analyses were performed to
obtain information on distribution of the data. To analyse
the effect in the eye with the anterior segment most at risk
of IOP increase after WDT+DRPT, the eye with the nar-
rower angle was used for the analysis. As a result, it was
possible that some patients who were included in the study
based on their left eye, had a TIA > 20˚ in their right eye.
Also, the association between WDT+DRPT, biometric
parameters, structural parameters and IOP after WDT+
DRPT was assessed. The Pearson correlation test was used
to detect a correlation.

The cut-off value of a positive WDT+DRPT was set at
an IOP increase of at least 8 mm Hg [16]. T-tests were used
to compare differences in characteristics between the two
groups. A p value of <0.05 was considered statistically
significant.
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Results

Study population

A total of 95 subjects were included in the study,
34 (36%) male, mean age 64 ± 10 years (range 42–79).
There were 17 subjects with a IOP increase of
≥8 mm Hg in the smallest eye after WDT+ DRPT.
There were no adverse events during or after WDT+
DRPT, and the IOP rise could be controlled with

medication in all cases, with no patients developing
AAC. Demographic characteristics are summarized in
Table 1.

Positive WDT+ DRPT

There were neither significant differences in age and sex
between positive (≥8 mmHg) and negative results after
WDT+DRPT, nor in other biometric and structural char-
acteristics (see Table 1).

Table 1 Demographic data of
the study group and ocular
characteristics of positive and
negative eye.

Patient demographics and ocular characteristics

N (subjects, (%)) Mean SD Range P value

Gender (female/male) 61/34 (64/36%)

Negative 51/27 (65/35%) 0.61

Positive 10/7 (59/41%)

Age (years) 95 63.7 10.4 42–79

Negative 78 63.1 10.4 42–79 0.21

Positive 17 66.6 9.9 45–79

Refractive error (Diopters) 95 1.5 2.3 −9.0–8.75

Negative 78 1.6 2.3 −9.0–8.75 0.68

Positive 17 1.3 1.9 −4.3–4.4

Pre-test IOP (mmHg) 95 13.3 2.9 9–22

Negative 78 13.2 2.7 9–21 0.95

Positive 17 13.3 3.8 10–22

Post-test IOP (mmHg) 95 18.0 4.9 9–37

Negative 78 16.7 3.7 9–26 <0.01

Positive 17 23.7 6.0 19–37

Anterior chamber angle temporal (°) 95 10.2 6.0 0–19.4

Negative 78 10.5 6.0 0–19.4 0.40

Positive 17 9.1 6.0 0–16.8

Anterior chamber angle nasal (°) 95 11.4 5.4 0–19.9

Negative 78 11.9 4.9 0–19.6 0.14

Positive 17 9.2 7.0 0–19.9

Anterior chamber depth (mm) 95 2.2 0.2 1.6–2.7

Negative 78 2.2 0.2 1.6–2.6 0.91

Positive 17 2.2 0.3 1.7–2.7

Lens Vault (mm) 95 0.8 0.2 0.3–1.5

Negative 78 0.8 0.2 0.3–1.5 0.68

Positive 17 0.8 0.3 0.4–1.3

Axial length (mm) 95 22.8 1.0 20.6–25.4

Negative 77 22.8 1.0 20.6–25.4 0.98

Positive 17 22.8 0.9 21.4–24.8

Central endothelial cell count (number of cells) 93 2371 351 1420–3019

Negative 76 2392 352 1420–3019 0.21

Positive 17 2275 338 11,697–2770

Retinal nerve fibre layer temporal superior (µm) 94 130 20 94–217

Negative 77 130 20 94–217 0.68

Positive 17 128 21 94–164

SD standard deviation
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Anterior chamber angle and WDT+ DRPT

Figure 1 shows the change in IOP after WDT+DRPT as a
function of the mean of the temporal and nasal anterior
chamber angle. There was a correlation between the degree of
angle closure and the amount of IOP increase after WDT+
DRPT in the smallest eye (r=−0.21, p= 0.044), however,
this effect was caused by one subject. If this subject was
excluded from the analysis the effect was no longer significant
(r=−0.10, p= 0.32). Lens status of patients classified as no
cataract (n= 64; 67.4%), lens sclerosis (n= 19; 20.0%), and
early nuclear cataract (n= 12; 12.7%), did not predict the
outcome of WDT+DRPT. There was also no correlation
between the amount of IOP increase after WDT+DRPT and
lens vault (r= 0.022; p= 0.83) or anterior chamber depth
(r =−0.15; p= 0.15). There were no patients with a mature
cataract inducing IOP rise and/or AAC at presentation.

Structural changes and WDT+ DRPT

For the smallest eye, we found a correlation between RNFL
thickness (temporal superior) and IOP increase after
WDT+DRPT (r=−0.25, p= 0.015). Here again, this
effect was caused by the same subject that induced the
correlation for the degree of angle closure. If this subject
was excluded from the analysis the effect was no longer
significant (r=−0.20, p= 0.053).

There was no correlation between axial length and CECC
as a function of IOP increase after DRPT (r=−0.08, p=
0.44; r= 0.20, p= 0.058).

Discussion

Our present purpose was to evaluate the clinical usefulness
of WDT+DRPT after determining narrow angles by SS-
OCT as a risk factor for elevated IOP in angle closure
patients. Our results are consistent with previous studies in
which a low sensitivity, low specificity and low diagnostic
value of (WDT)+DRPT was shown [17, 18].

Since provocative testing aims to provoke a pupillary
block with elevated IOP, it has been used to determine
patients at risk of AAC. Pupillary block is an important and
treatable underlying mechanism of PAC(G). Laser periph-
eral iridotomy (LPI) has been the first-line treatment for
AAC, PACS and PAC(G) since the 70 s as it is believed to
eliminate pupillary block [19, 20].

Although LPI is widely performed, there is a lack of
consensus on when to perform a prophylactic LPI in PACS to
reduce the risk of development of AAC. It has been shown
that the anterior chamber angle first increases markedly after
treatment with LPI, whereas thereafter a significant decrease
is observed at 18 months after treatment [21]. Untreated eyes
show a more rapid decrease in anterior chamber angle over
the same time period. However, in the most recent study by
He et al., the incidence of developing glaucoma from PACS
was low and LPI had little beneficial effect in prevention of
AAC after 6 years [22]. Therefore, prophylactic LPI was not
recommended in this study. It has also been reported in the
EAGLE trial that clear lens extraction is superior over LPI in
patients with PAC with high IOP and PACG in establishing
better quality of life and better IOP control, preventing

Fig. 1 Scatter plot of IOP increase after WDT+DRPT compared
with mean anterior chamber angle of the narrower eye. The ver-
tical red line is set at 20° anterior chamber angle, considering <20° as

angle closure and ≥20° as open. The horizontal red line indicates the
cut-off value of 8 mmHg. An IOP increase of ≥8 mmHg demonstrates
a positive WDT+DRPT.
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blindness [23]. It has been shown in earlier studies that LPI
reduces pupillary block and consequently a lower IOP rise
after mydriasis was seen. Contradictory to this, a higher IOP
elevation in WDT after LPI has also been found [24, 25]. This
is thought to be the effect of pigment release and inflamma-
tion after performing LPI. Thus, there seems to be no con-
clusive evidence yet [26].

From these recent studies one could question the need of
LPI for everyone with narrow angles and perhaps give more
consideration to identify those patients at high risk of
developing PAC(G) in order to initiate a personalized
treatment regimen. The present findings indicate that the
WDT+DRPT may be of some use as an extra screening
tool when in doubt of performing LPI in patients with
angles <20 °. A positive WDT+DRPT may convince the
patient to undergo treatment, however the patient must be
warned that the result of this test may still be inconclusive.
Second, this study demonstrates that the degree of angle
closure or other angle characteristics on SS-OCT cannot
predict a positive WDT+DRPT, leading to the conclusion
that (WDT)+DRPT cannot be used to further refine the
diagnosis of PAC(G) and to identify patients who are at risk
for an attack of AAC.

IOP rise following water drinking in open angle glau-
coma is thought to be the consequence of reduced outflow
facility [27]. However, the exact mechanism of IOP rise
after WDT is yet to be determined. It was found that there
was no variation in hematocrit, total plasma osmolality of
plasma colloid osmotic pressure, which could not explain
the IOP increase by vitreous hydration of increased aqueous
ultrafiltration [28].However, it can be concluded that after
WDT an increase in IOP is seen in patient with reduced
outflow facility.

It is hypothesized that an increase in choroidal thickness
could possibly lead to an increase in pupillary block
mechanism and could contribute to the development of
angle closure in smaller eyes compared to eyes with a wider
anterior segment anatomy. In smaller eyes, expansion of the
choroid would lead to a greater effect in IOP rise and thus a
greater pupillary block [29, 30]. Arora et al. described the
unique effect of choroidal thickness change in angle closure
patients after water drinking test [31]. They concluded that
an increase in choroidal thickness and a decrease in ACD
after water drinking test was observed in patient with angle
closure, but this effect was not seen in open angle patients.
IOP increase after the water drinking was not fully explained
by increase in choroidal thickness. However, it was descri-
bed that choroidal thickness was greater at baseline in eyes
with angle closure, which confirms the known relation
between smaller eyes and a thicker choroid.

In Asians, other biometric parameters like shorter
axial length were reported to be associated with a positive
WDT+ DRPT [32]. We only measured Caucasian

subjects, which might explain the different finding in our
study in which axial length shows no association with a
positive WDT+ DRPT.

Chen et al. concluded that CECC was decreased in
patients after AAC compared with normal eyes [33].
However, in the present study there was no correlation
between IOP increase after WDT+DRPT and CECC. It
may be hypothesized that there is no CECC loss detectable
in eyes with PACS or early PAC(G).

Glaucomatous optic neuropathy is characterized by a
progressive loss of retinal ganglion cells and their axons and
as a result thinning of RNFL. Therefore, RNFL thickness is
used for early diagnosis and rating of glaucoma, which
nowadays is easily implemented in daily clinical practice
with OCT measurements. Thinning of the RNFL thickness
indicates progression from primary angle closure to primary
angle closure glaucoma and thus treatment should be
implemented. Taking into consideration that structural
changes are easily measured and detectable over time, it
might be questioned if WDT+DRPT (with all its limita-
tions mentioned earlier) is still necessary when RNFL
thinning on OCT measurement already confirms the diag-
nosis of glaucomatous damage and early changes.

Potential limitations of this study should also be men-
tioned. This was a cross-sectional study that did not look at
changes over time. As for any hospital-based study, there is
a risk of bias on the inclusion of the study population.
However, participating subjects were consecutively inclu-
ded and the in- and exclusion criteria were thoroughly
defined at baseline. Patients (n= 5) who participated and,
after receiving fundus examination and visual field tests,
turned out to have advanced glaucomatous damage (MD
worse than −12dB or CD ratio ≥ 0.8) at the initial visit, did
not receive WDT+DRPT and were not included in this
analysis. It was assumed that these patients would already
be correctly diagnosed with structural and functional mea-
surements and WDT+DRPT would not provide additional
information, since it was evident that treatment should be
initiated. Additionally, although a larger group was inclu-
ded than in previous studies in literature on this subject, the
number of included subjects was still relatively small. It
must further be noted that SS-OCT is not a standard tool
yet, available in any ophthalmic practice. Strengths of the
current study include low dropout, objective quantitative
assessment of various parameters and testing in a clearly
described ethnic group.

In conclusion, WDT+DRPT dilates the pupil in the
dark and may induce susceptible angles to further narrow or
even fully close, however no definite correlative or pre-
dictive value in the degree of angle closure disease and
risk of development of AAC has been found. Maximum
provocation through WDT+DRPT does not accurately
clarify which patients are at risk of AAC and/or angle
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closure disease. Also, we found no relation between the
degree of angle closure and the rise in IOP after WDT+
DRPT. Therefore, WDT+DRPT is not advised as a stan-
dard clinical test in daily clinical practice.

Further, the test is not useful in predicting early diagnosis
or possible CECC or RNFL loss. New imaging devices like
SS-OCT are capable of detecting angle closure and indicate
which patients need further assessment with gonioscopy and
visual field testing. These tests will in most cases suffice to
select patients who need further diagnostics and possibly
treatment in preventing progression of their primary angle
closure disease.

Summary

What was known before

● Conventional DRPT aims to provoke this pupillary
block response with elevated IOP.

● The clinical value of WDT+DRPT has however been
subject to considerable discussion because of its high
false-positive and false-negative rates.

● It can be interpreted as a load test to detect the angles
tendency to remain open under dynamic conditions.

● Based on the original design by Higgit in 1954, reports
have also shown that provocative testing can induce an
IOP rise in open angle glaucoma patients, which might
explain the low specificity.

What this study adds

● WDT+DRPT may be useful when in doubt of treatment
and may be considered as an additional test for patients
with angles <20 degrees; It is not useful in predicting
early diagnosis or possible CECC or RNFL loss.

● With new anterior chamber imaging devices and
quantification of the RNFL through OCT, WDT+
DRPT yields only important additional clinical informa-
tion in selected cases. Combining SS-OCT measure-
ments with gonioscopy findings provides accurate
information on the morphometry and extent of angle
closure. In combination with accurately performed
visual field testing, these new methods will in most
cases suffice to define patients who need further
diagnostics and possibly treatment in preventing pro-
gression of their primary angle closure disease.
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